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â€œSara Ellaâ€™s debut novel is a stunning journey into a fascinating new world of reflections.

Intricately plotted, the story is complex, but not difficult to follow. Eliyana is a strong heroine, yet also

has a vulnerable side that readers will definitely identify with. The other characters are also

well-developed and have many hidden secrets revealed throughout the course of the tale. Good vs.

evil is the overarching theme, and itâ€™s easy to draw parallels with faith. The book is set up for

further installments, and it will be fascinating to see where the author takes the characters

next.â€•Â â€”RT Book Reviews, 4 1/2 stars, TOP PICEliyana canâ€™t bear to look at her own

reflection. But what if that were only one Reflectionâ€”one world? What if another world exists where

her blemish could become her strength?Eliyana is used to the shadows. With a birthmark covering

half her face, she just hopes to graduate high school unscathed. That is, until Joshua hops a fence

and changes her perspective. No one, aside from her mother, has ever treated her like he does:

normal. Maybe even beautiful. Because of Joshua, Eliyana finally begins to believe she could be

loved.But one night her mother doesnâ€™t come home, and thatâ€™s when everything gets weird.

Now Joshua is her new, and rather reluctant, legal Guardian. Add a hooded stalker and a Central

Park battle to the mix and youâ€™ve gone from weird to otherworldly.Eliyana soon finds herself in a

world much larger and more complicated than sheâ€™s ever known. A world enslaved by a powerful

and vile man. And Eliyana holds the answer to defeating him. How can an ordinary girl, a blemished

girl, become a savior when she canâ€™t even save herself?
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Ok, so I have to be honest, from the time I saw the cover reveal of this beautiful cover I was curious

about this book. Unblemished. Then, it came out and everyone was like, Ã¢Â€ÂœWOW!Ã¢Â€Â• so I

thought I would read it for myself and make my own evaluation. So I quickly bought the e-book and

read it. Well, yes, Ã¢Â€Âœwow!Ã¢Â€Â• was right! I have to confess that I spent a week with severe

book hangover before I could even start writing my review! Sara Ella not only creates a world which

is imaginative and wonderful, she captures your attention and does not let you go until, well

Ã¢Â€Â¦she just does not let go! And when you turn the last page you WAIL because itÃ¢Â€Â™s

over! I am so not exaggerating, ask anyone who has read this book. Hollywood take note, this is the

next big thing! Without giving away too much, I loved the authors references to pop culture. The

characters and the dynamics between them is interesting and quite unexpected at times. The pace

of this book once you get into it, is break neck fast and I love that! This is perfect for adults and

young adults alike. ItÃ¢Â€Â™s a beautifully written book, full of rich imagery, it is a paradise for the

imagination to go wild while picturing these scenes.The opening scene is out introduction the bereft

Eliyana who has lost her mother and she is heartbroken. Eliyana has a birthmark covering half her

face, she just hopes to graduate high school unscathed. Joshua changes her perspective and she

feels as if no one, aside from her mother, has ever treated her like he does: normal. Maybe even

beautiful. (And then enters Ky. Ã¢Â€Â” but more about that later.)Now that her mother is gone,

Joshua is her new, and rather reluctant, legal Guardian. Eliyana soon finds herself in a world much

larger and more complicated than sheÃ¢Â€Â™s ever known. A world enslaved by a powerful and

vile man, the villian if you will, or is he? How can an ordinary teenage girl, a blemished girl, become

a savior? She has some choices to make and her journey of discovery of what true love is is sweet

and not without some pain. Ky becomes her protector along the way and he is so different to

Joshua. I loved how these two characters turned out to not be what they seemed.Just so you know

in advance, so that you will not do what I did and panic after the last page, there is another book



coming in 2017! Oh how will I survive?But in the meantime I highly recommend Unblemished.

SighÃ¢Â€Â¦actually I donÃ¢Â€Â™t think I have recovered from the book hangoverÃ¢Â€Â¦.I have not

read anything sinceÃ¢Â€Â¦.but I will, in time.

So, how do you write a review on a book written by someone who you actually know in real life

without being biased? I feel that it will go a little something like this...As a fan on fantasy and being

immersed in so many incredible stories over the recent years, this brand new edition was something

I was very interested in for two specific reasons. This is a story that takes place in my home town,

and I am a huge fan of alternate universes/alternate dimensions. Right after the prologue you are

drawn right in after such an emotional couple of words and that is one of the strongest elements of

the book. The world building is captivating from the streets of New York City to it's reflection. The

author went to great lengths to capture NYC down to the statues in Central Park that there were

times I can almost envision walking in that exact location at one point in my life. The main

characters are very relatable. The author went into the characters as to make the readers

focus...especially with Ky's back story. Yet she scales back on some of them as well which to me

keeps the reader interested and wanting more. As someone who wanted to get to know the

characters like to Eliyana and Joshua and I hope we get more. Even the secondary characters who

just show up to assist the heroine have such stand out presences that I want to see even more of

them. There is even one specific character I referred to as the 'Boba Fett' of the story only because

of the twist we see in the story and that the character doesn't have much of a role to play but, one

you get to that point in the story your head is swimming with questions.The writing style is very

unique because while the story is told through first person perspective it is written the present which

to me is a very challenging thing to do and keep in check with all the events unfolding. Like "the cold

rush hurts my skin" or "he's getting closer". Along with that there is a lot of emphasis on sound

which continues to draw you in.However, this story is far from perfect much like most starting points

in a potentially grand saga. At the very beginning while you are drawn in the author does tend to

throw way too much at the reader way too quick and way too soon. As you reach the climax of the

story the book catches up with that pace and even though the story continues to throw so much at

the reader it does lead to some very interesting and clever plot twists. To me, I also feel that a lot of

the book is visual. Imaginations can always create but sometimes especially with conflict sometimes

a visual aid can be very useful. Finally, I will be honest and say that I have never been much of a

romance fan and this book does have a very 'Twilight-esque' love triangle with some very sappy

moments. Yet, while it is an important part of the story the romance itself does not take over the



story and lets the fantasy and hero's journey remain at the steering wheel.So in the end I feel that

'Unblemished' was very rich fantasy story with some very well thought out out characters. The

romance is secondary in my opinion but, if you love that stuff readers will adore it and if not, the fact

that it is a secondary while important piece to the story...it doesn't ruin it for non romance fans. This

is one I am proud to have in my fantasy collection and I am hoping that the rest of the saga is just as

fun and engaging. I have a great many questions and a great many things I am hopeful about. For

my friend Sara, I hope this is a true success because there is so many that can spawn from the

book series alone everything from additional lore to graphic novel interpretations to even films I

believe that this saga will find its place among the classics in time.
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